Tsumiko And The Enslaved Fox Amaranthine
Saga
As recognized, adventure as capably as experience roughly lesson, amusement, as
well as settlement can be gotten by just checking out a books tsumiko and the
enslaved fox amaranthine saga next it is not directly done, you could receive
even more on this life, concerning the world.
We find the money for you this proper as skillfully as easy pretentiousness to
get those all. We pay for tsumiko and the enslaved fox amaranthine saga and
numerous ebook collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. in
the course of them is this tsumiko and the enslaved fox amaranthine saga that
can be your partner.
The Return of Fitzroy Angursell Victoria Goddard 2021-01-22 Artorin Damara is
the Last Emperor of Astandalas and present Lord Magus of Zunidh. He is
respected as a great mage, revered as a living god, regarded as the embodiment
of power and wealth and majesty. Few have seen him in anything but the most
resplendent garments; fewer still have ever looked him in the eyes. He is
possibly the last person you would expect to find breaking into the tomb of the
first Emperor of Astandalas. He could, after all, have entered it legitimately.
But Artorin Damara has a great secret, which he has kept hidden since before he
ascended to the throne, and part of it is that he knows perfectly well how to
set about on an adventure. Another part of it is that his true name is not
actually the one that everyone knows him by ...
Petty Treasons Victoria Goddard 2021-09-03 Artorin Damara, last Emperor of
Astandalas, is in need of a new secretary. It has been three years since he
woke from a magical coma caused by the collapse of his empire, and he can
barely acknowledge his own existence, let alone articulate what he needs from
someone else. Enter Cliopher sayo Mdang, Fifth Degree Secretary of the Imperial
Bureaucratic Service, and to everyone's surprise the apocalypse ... ends. This
novella is set on Zunidh in the universe of the Nine Worlds. It is best read
after The Hands of the Emperor.
The Guild Codex Comic Collection Annette Marie 2022-01-04 In the ultimate
companion for the Guild Codex series, The Guild Codex Comic Collection brings
beloved characters to life with vivid color and personality in this collection
of short comics.
Fumiko and the Finicky Nestmate Forthright 2021-04-22 She could make a mess of
everything. Especially him. The Junzi-also known as the Four Gentlemen-are a
set of ancient weapons fashioned from remnants. Dragons refer to them as the
Four Storms, and Hisoka Twineshaft believes they will make a difference in the
hunt for the rogue. But someone else is interested in gathering up these
crystal masterpieces. The so-called Gentleman Bandit is responsible for two
thefts already, and Hisoka is concerned for the Bamboo Stave. So he deploys an
elite taskforce to guard the treasure. And to catch a thief. Juuyu Farroost and
his teammates regroup at a safehouse tucked under the boughs of one of the
oldest-and most heavily fortified-orphan trees in the Americas. Fumiko and her
tree-twin have enough rooms for all of them. If they can shift enough of the
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woman's clutter to set up their equipment. Juuyu's expertise is essential to
the success of their mission, but he can barely focus thanks to Fumiko, her
messes, and Akira, who apparently owes Boon a favor.
Princess Jellyfish 3 Akiko Higashimura 2016-11-03 Tsukimi Kurashita has a
strange fascination with jellyfish. She's loved them from a young age and has
carried that love with her to her new life in the big city of Tokyo. There, she
resides in Amamizukan, a safe-haven for girl geeks who regularly gush over a
range of things from trains to Japanese dolls. However, a chance meeting at a
pet shop has Tsukimi crossing paths with one of the things that the residents
of Amamizukan have been desperately trying to avoid - a fashionable socialite!
Frankie Shivaun Plozza 2017-11-07 Shivaun Plozza’s debut novel, Frankie, is a
genre-hopping, darkly funny novel about searching for the truth, finding
yourself, and falling in love Frankie Vega is angry. Just ask the guy whose
nose she broke. Or the cop investigating the burglary she witnessed, or her
cheating ex-boyfriend, or her aunt who's tired of giving second chances. When a
kid shows up claiming to be Frankie's half brother, it opens the door to a past
she doesn't want to remember. And when that kid goes missing, the only person
willing to help is a boy with stupidly blue eyes, a criminal record, and
secrets of his own. Frankie's search for the truth could change her life, or
cost her everything. “Frankie's a great, gutsy character, full of heart.”
—Printz Award winner Melina Marchetta, author of The Jellicoe Road and Saving
Francesca
Master of Tomes Honor Raconteur 2021-08-20 Mei's checklist for the next year is
simple. On the surface, at least. Travel into the past to get the necessary
instructions - check. Travel back into the present to defeat Odom, Zaffi, and
Kovel Below - check. Actually defeat Odom, Zaffi, and Kovel Below well...that's a work in progress. Mei Li and her team of experts have no time
to catch their breath before the next wave of magical problems hit them. Saving
the world will take stamina, patience, magic, and time. And a little help from
dragons. And by a little, she means a lot. Mei Li is ready for the world-ending
disasters to be over, please and thank you.
Age of Deception T.A. White 2020-02-05 War hero and daughter to two Houses,
Kira is just beginning to learn how deep the rabbit hole goes. Agreeing to
accompany her father’s people back to their homeworld, Kira Forrest prepares
for the fight of her life. She’s agreed to undertake the Trial of the Broken, a
rite of passage every member of her father’s House must pass. It offers a path
to independence and freedom that is too tempting to deny. Not everyone welcomes
this lost daughter of Roake. There are those who fear what her presence might
bring to light. Betrayal stalks the halls of Kira’s birthplace—its roots
embedded deep in the events that claimed her parent’s lives and set her on her
current path. Walking the wire’s edge between truth and deception will test the
person Kira has become as she separates ally from betrayer. An old enemy has
put into motion a plan that could topple the balance of power in the universe.
Letting them succeed spells doom—but the price might be more than Kira is
willing to pay.
Changer Jane Lindskold 1998-12 Wild and unpredictable, brother to the sea,
older than the creatures that walk the earth or swim in her waters, the Changer
delights in countless shapes. When someone attempts to wipe out his family, the
Changer discards coyote form and descends from the wilderness to call in a few
favors from none other than King Arthur himself. But Arthur has problems of his
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own. The Lustrum Review is about to meet and the tenuous accord that holds the
athanor community in loose alliance is being challenged. Some of the
challengers merely desire to see a few restrictions dropped. Others wish to see
the Accord destroyed – and if Arthur and his closest allies are destroyed with
it, they would be delighted. For Arthur, the Changer’s arrival, ominous as it
may be could also be a wonderful opportunity to demonstrate how the Accord
serves even the most ancient among their immortal community. He also hopes that
their alliance will serve to anchor this wild one more firmly to his cause. Yet
nothing is ever that simple. Before the Changer takes his revenge, those who
have called themselves gods and have been the root of many a heroic legend will
find themselves threatened with destruction. The very earth itself will shake.
And a coyote pup―sole survivor of the Changer’s murdered family―will discover
both her weakness and her hidden strength. New to this edition of
Changer―special introduction by the author!
Don't Call the Wolf Aleksandra Ross 2020-04-28 Fans of Leigh Bardugo and Holly
Black will devour this gorgeously imagined fantasy about a dark forest besieged
by monsters—and the wild queen who has sworn to drive them out. A fierce young
queen, neither human nor lynx, who fights to protect a forest humans have long
abandoned. An exhausted young soldier, last of his name, who searches for the
brother who disappeared beneath those trees without a trace. A Golden Dragon,
fearsome and vengeful, whose wingbeats haunt their nightmares and their steps.
When these three paths cross at the fringes of a war between monsters and men,
shapeshifter queen and reluctant hero strike a deal that may finally turn the
tide against the rising hordes of darkness. Ren will help Lukasz find his
brother...if Lukasz promises to slay the Dragon. But promises are all too
easily broken. This Eastern European fantasy debut, inspired by the Polish
fairy tale "The Glass Mountain," will take you on a twisting journey full of
creeping tension, simmering romance, and haunting folklore—perfect for readers
who loved An Enchantment of Ravens and The Hazel Wood.
Saga #8 Brian K. Vaughan 2012-12-19 Former soldier and new mom Alana has
already survived lethal assassins, rampaging armies and alien monstrosities,
but now she faces her greatest challenge yet: the in-laws.
Tsumiko and the Enslaved Fox Forthright 2018-02-22 Tsumiko is named heiress to
an ancestral estate and its accompanying fortune. Only the legacy comes with an
aloof heirloom: an inhuman butler. Argent has served the family for centuries,
and she must renew a generational bond or he'll die. He hates her for the hold
she has over him, but he craves her soul almost as much as he craves his
freedom.
Enslaved Virginia Henley 2009-07-22 Where are all the real men? she wondered...
For Lady Diana Davenport, they existed only in her books and dreams. There she
could lose herself, becoming the licentious Diana, goddess of the hunt--far
from the rigid restraints of eighteenth-century London, where she was courted
by fops and fools. That is, until she tried on an authentic Roman helmet in an
antiques store and was catapulted back in time, landing in Marcus Magnus's
arms. This was no dream! She was lost in Aquae Sulis, the city she knew as
Bath, prisoner of a Roman general who accused the violet-eyed beauty of being a
Druid spy--and then made her his slave! "COME TO ME." His words were soft,
imperious, charged with danger and desire. Marcus Magnus was powerful,
arrogant, and infuriating. A real man. And now Lady Diana was his slave,
hostage to his will, vowing to fight him to the end--with every seductive
weapon she possessed.... Virginia Henley is the author of eight romances
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published by Dell, including the New York Times bestsellers Seduced and
Desired. She divides her time between Ontario, Canada, and St. Petersburg,
Florida.
The Human Familiar Honor Raconteur 2017-10-23 While Bannen had every intention
of finding adventure, being yanked through a magical portal two continents away
isn't quite what he imagined happening. For that matter, being magically bound
to a mage-in-training hadn't ever crossed his mind. Being the first human
familiar ever summoned in Corcoran? Not on his to-do list.Rena certainly needs
all of the help that she can get, as her magic is very different, inhibiting
her of the normal shields and protections. Everyone says her summoning a human
familiar is a mistake, that she needs to break the bond and send Bannen
back.But Bannen doesn't like this idea, not one iota. Renata Rocci has the
magic of a Grim Reaper, the heart of a lion, and a body too frail to keep up
with either. She can face assassins; meddlesome mages; politicians; and
legendary, nightmarish monsters without flinching. Without losing and that's
sexy as sin. This is definitely not the adventure he signed up for. It's far,
far better.
The Innkeeper Chronicles Ilona Andrews 2017-05-31 Subterranean Press is pleased
to present, from NYT #1 bestselling author Ilona Andrews, an omnibus of the
first three novels in the Innkeeper series. Our edition will be huge (over 760
pages), with an original full-color wraparound dust jacket, as well as fullcolor and black-and-white interior illustrations by Doris Mantair.
Red Winter Annette Marie 2016-10-21 Emi's destiny was written by the gods. She
has spent her life preparing to become the mortal host of a goddess, but when
she discovers the lies surrounding her fate, she makes a dangerous bargain with
a fox spirit to find the truth. As her final days as a mortal approach, she
must choose whether to bow to duty ... or fight for her life.
The Iron Ring Lloyd Alexander 2008-08-11 After he loses his kingdom and
everything he owns in a dice game, Tamar, the young king of Sundari, embarks on
a magical quest to atone for his mistake and to learn about honor, goodness,
and the preciousness of life. Reprint.
Shadows in the Dark Bailey Russel 2008-07
Half a Soul Olivia Atwater 2022-04-05 “Whimsical, witty, and brimming over with
charm” (India Holton), Olivia Atwater’s delightful debut will transport you to
a magical version of Regency England, where the only thing more meddlesome than
a fairy is a marriage-minded mother! It’s difficult to find a husband in
Regency England when you’re a young lady with only half a soul. Ever since she
was cursed by a faerie, Theodora Ettings has had no sense of fear or
embarrassment—an unfortunate condition that leaves her prone to accidental
scandal. Dora hopes to be a quiet, sensible wallflower during the London
Season—but when Elias Wilder, the strange, handsome, and utterly ill-mannered
Lord Sorcier, discovers her condition, she is instead drawn into peculiar and
dangerous faerie affairs. If her reputation can survive both her curse and her
sudden connection with the least-liked man in all high society, then she and
her family may yet reclaim their normal place in the world. But the longer Dora
spends with Elias, the more she begins to suspect that one may indeed fall in
love even with only half a soul. Praise for Half a Soul “Whimsical but never
frivolous, sweet but not sugary. I loved it.” —Alix E. Harrow “Delightful. Half
a Soul is the definition of a comfort read.” —Hannah Whitten “I wolfed this
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down with great pleasure.” —KJ Charles “This winsome, whimsical fantasy romance
sweeps you off your feet.” —Megan Bannen “Smart and subversive, Half a Soul
will ignite your heart—and your hope.” —Shelley Parker-Chan “A perfect
historical fantasy romance: warm, sparkling with magic, dangerous, and
delightful.” —Tasha Suri
Dark Tempest Annette Marie 2017-01-06 In the mesmerizing sequel to Red Winter,
Emi can no longer hide within the safety of the shrines. The goddess has
charged Emi and Shiro with a new task, one that will take them deep into the
perilous realm of yokai. With the fate of the world in her mortal hands, is she
strong enough to sacrifice everything - including him?
Hikaru No Go 6 Yumi Hotta 2007-10-01 Sixth-grade Hikaru Shindo's discovery of a
bloodstained game board leads to an encounter with the ghost of Go master
Fujiwara-no-Sai and the formation of an unbeatable Go team.
Tomes Apprentice Honor Raconteur 2020-01-07 It's like the start of a bad joke:
a Master of Tomes, his apprentice, and ninety world-saving records get lost at
sea.Mei Li really wishes the joke wasn't her life. For two years she's been
stranded in a remote village with no knowledge of where her master is or what's
going on in the world. What she does know is one: she refuses to be sacrificed
to the "god" the villagers think live on the mountain, two: she fully plans on
negotiating with said "god" (who, luckily for her, turns out to be a dragon
more than happy to rescue her). Her relief over being rescued is short lived
when she learns that her master is still lost, along with the tomes detailing
how to reseal and fix all the upcoming problems for the next decade. And at
least four world disasters are due to be prevented in the next two months. To
make matters worse, the Tomes Masters are the only people in the world who
carry the knowledge of how to reseal the pesky problems like five-thousandyear-old sleeping demons and disintegrating harbor walls. With her master gone,
everyone is looking to Mei Li for answers she doesn't have, but still has to
procure. Her options are to solve the disasters-with high potential for the
world ending-or somehow find Master and the missing tomes.Right now, Mei Li
wants to go back in time and punch her six-year-old self for being an idiot.
Being able to read books all day is not worth the stress of dealing with
ancient, evil things on a regular basis.
Bewitched & Betrayed Lisa Shearin 2010-04-27 From the national bestselling
author of The Trouble with Demons comes another fantasy adventure with a
beloved, bold heroine. Raine Benares is a seeker. She finds lost things and
missing people—usually alive. But now she’s been bonded with the Saghred, a
soul-stealing stone of unlimited power, and must hunt down its escapees.
Especially since one of them is also hunting her...
Love Me, Love Me Not, Vol. 11 Io Sakisaka 2021-11-02 Love and friendship have
become quite complicated for these four friends. Inui has told his parents that
his future ambition is to make movies. Now he plans to confess his love to
Akari, but she is being pressured by Ryosuke to get back together. How will
Akari respond? -- VIZ Media
Touching Snow M. Sindy Felin 2011-03-22 M. Sindy Felin’s National Book Award
finalist is in paperback for the first time. Karina has plenty to worry about
on the last day of seventh grade: finding three Ds and a C on her report card
again, getting laughed at by everyone again, being sent to the principal—again.
But she’s too busy dodging the fists of her stepfather and looking out for her
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sisters to deal with school. This is the story of a young girl coming of age
amidst the violent waters that run just beneath the surface of suburbia—a story
that has the courage to ask: How far will you go to protect the ones you love?
Written In Red Anne Bishop 2013-03-05 Enter the world of the Others in the
first novel in New York Times bestselling author Anne Bishop’s thrilling
fantasy series: a place where unearthly entities—vampires and shape-shifters
among them—rule the Earth and prey on the human race. As a cassandra sangue, or
blood prophet, Meg Corbyn can see the future when her skin is cut—a gift that
feels more like a curse. Meg’s Controller keeps her enslaved so he can have
full access to her visions. But when she escapes, the only safe place Meg can
hide is at the Lakeside Courtyard—a business district operated by the Others.
Shape-shifter Simon Wolfgard is reluctant to hire the stranger who inquires
about the Human Liaison job. First, he senses she’s keeping a secret, and
second, she doesn’t smell like human prey. Yet a stronger instinct propels him
to give Meg the job. And when he learns the truth about Meg and that she’s
wanted by the government, he’ll have to decide if she’s worth the fight between
humans and the Others that will surely follow.
The Savage Damsel and the Dwarf Gerald Morris 2008-04-28 Third in the medieval
fantasy series. “A perfectly delicious, not entirely serious, reimagining of
part of Thomas Malory’s Le Morte d’Arthur.”—Booklist Her castle under siege by
an evil knight who keeps beheading all her would-be rescuers, Lady Lynet
realizes the only way to get help is to get it herself. So one night she slips
away and strikes out for King Arthur’s court where she hopes to find a gallant
knight to vanquish the Knight of the Red Lands and free her castle. Gerald
Morris’s Arthurian novel is a highly comic tale of hidden identities,
mysterious knights, faeries and enchantments, damsels-in-distress, and true
love. “In Morris’s third wry, sometimes hilarious, take on an Arthurian legend,
a sharp-tongued young damosel gets an education in sorcery, intrigue and what
true knighthood is all about . . . Fans of Gail Carson Levine’s Ella Enchanted,
Patricia Wrede’s Enchanted Forest Chronicles and similarly lighthearted fantasy
will be delighted.”—Kirkus Reviews “A rollicking treatment of a lesser-known
episode from Sir Thomas Malory’s Le Morte d’Arthur . . . The novel is also
enjoyable for its good-natured spoofing of the conventions of its medieval
setting.”—School Library Journal “A rare action-fantasy that crosses age and
gender lines.”—The Bulletin
Magic Triumphs Ilona Andrews 2019-05-07 Mercenary Kate Daniels must risk all to
protect everything she holds dear in this epic, can't-miss entry in the
thrilling #1 New York Times bestselling urban-fantasy series. Kate has come a
long way from her origins as a loner taking care of paranormal problems in
post-Shift Atlanta. She's made friends and enemies. She's found love and
started a family with Curran Lennart, the former Beast Lord. But her magic is
too strong for the power players of the world to let her be. Kate and her
father, Roland, currently have an uneasy truce, but when he starts testing her
defenses again, she knows that sooner or later a confrontation is inevitable.
The Witch Oracle has begun seeing visions of blood, fire, and human bones. And
when a mysterious box is delivered to Kate's doorstep, a threat of war from the
ancient enemy who nearly destroyed her family, she knows her time is up. Kate
Daniels sees no other choice but to combine forces with the unlikeliest of
allies. She knows betrayal is inevitable. She knows she may not survive the
coming battle. But she has to try. For her child. For Atlanta. For the world.
The Emperor Tea Garden Nazli Eray 2013-05-02 In Eray’s world of fantasy and
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fun, there are few boundaries between reality and imagination. There is a
roadside tea garden where spirits gather by night to carry on flirtations until
they fade into the dawn, and there is a tavern in Bartin where men make their
lost illusions of love come alive by thinking of them. The narrator exchanges
places with Night for twenty-four hours to find out what it means to be the
unsleeping Night, the guardian of dreams. The slot machines in a casino provide
love advice and clues to the multiple realities of romance, history, and
everyday life. A mixture of drama and fable, confession and memoir, the
fabulous and the prosaic, The Emperor Tea Garden is a place where you have
never been and always are. As you turn each page of Eray’s work, you are in a
different world, sometimes several at the same time.
The Lord of Stariel A. J. Lancaster 2018-11 The first book in a gaslamp fantasy
romance series.
Pathfinder's Way T.A. White 2016-04-12 The Trateri are about to learn a vital
lesson of the Broken Lands. Deep in the remote expanse where anything can
happen, it pays to be on a pathfinder’s good side. Nobody ventures beyond their
village walls. Nobody sane that is. Monstrous creatures and deadly mysteries
wait out there. Lucky for the people she serves, Shea’s not exactly sane. As a
pathfinder, it’s her job to face what others fear and protect her charges from
the dangers that await in the Broken Lands. It’s not an easy job, but she’s the
best at what she does. When the people she serves betray her, Shea must rely on
her wits and skill to survive the Trateri, a barbarian horde sweeping in to
conquer the Lowlands, and their warlord, a man as dangerous as he is
compelling. Her actions and the decisions she makes might mean the difference
between life or death. Danger looms on the horizon and a partnership with the
Warlord may be the only thing preventing the destruction of everything she
holds dear.
Daytime Shooting Star, Vol. 12 Mika Yamamori 2021-05-04 Suzume has moved to
Tokyo and is living with her uncle. Suzume and Mamura enjoy some much-needed
alone time in Okinawa. That is, until Suzume spots a guy who looks a lot like
Mr. Shishio. Finally, the time has come for Suzume to confront her feelings
once and for all. Who will she choose? Find out in the series’ dramatic
conclusion! -- VIZ Media
Love Me, Love Me Not, Vol. 12 Io Sakisaka 2022-01-04 Love and friendship have
become quite complicated for these four friends. Akari and Rio’s father is
being transferred overseas. Rio wants to stay in Japan to be with Yuna, but
Kazuomi thinks Akari should go live abroad even though they’ll be apart. What
will Akari ultimately decide? -- VIZ Media
Threshold of Annihilation T.A. White 2020-12-15 When her most closely guarded
secrets are laid bare, how will Kira survive the inevitable fall out—and will
anybody be standing beside her in the end? Traveling to the planet of Jettie in
the hopes of finding safe harbor for her niece, Kira arrives only to find their
destination host to the quorum—a series of dangerous contests that hold the
power to decide the fate of empires. With little choice but to participate, it
doesn’t take long for Kira to find herself knee deep in enemies. Surrounded on
all sides, Kira will have to face her worst fear. Trusting others with the
truth. Because it’s becoming clear the tsavitee are no longer content to exist
in the shadows. War is coming—and everything Kira thought she once knew is
about to change.
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Ashlords Scott Reintgen 2021-02-16 "Follows alchemists Imelda, Adrian, and
Pippa as they reach for their dreams of glory riding phoenix horses at The
Races, the modern spectacle that has replaced warfare within their empire"-Provided by publisher.
Days on Fes, Vol. 4 Kanato Oka 2022-01-18 Gaku Yamana's first experience with a
music festival was in middle school. After being invited by the owner of his
favorite coffee shop, Ito, his heart was stolen by the sights, sounds and
everything else there. Years later, Gaku, who has since become an office
worker, hears that Ito is going to close the shop, but...
An Heir to Thorns and Steel M. C. A. Hogarth 2018-12-14 Morgan Locke,
university student, has been hiding his debilitating illness with fair enough
success when two unlikely emissaries arrive bearing the news that he is prince
to a nation of creatures out of folklore. Ridiculous! And yet, if magic
exists...could it heal him? The ensuing journey will resurrect the forgotten
griefs of history, and before it's over, all the world will be remade by thorns
and steel.... Book 1 of the Blood Ladders trilogy, an epic fantasy with
sociopathic elves, vampiric genets, and the philosophy students mixed up in the
lot.
Fated Blades Ilona Andrews 2022-02-15 An uneasy alliance between warring
families gets heated in this otherworldly novella from bestselling author Ilona
Andrews. At first glance, the planet Rada seems like a lush paradise. But the
ruling families, all boasting genetically enhanced abilities, are in constant
competition for power--and none more so than the Adlers and the Baenas. For
generations, the powerful families have pushed and pulled each other in a dance
for dominance. Until a catastrophic betrayal from within changes everything.
Now, deadly, disciplined, and solitary leaders Ramona Adler and Matias Baena
must put aside their enmity and work together in secret to prevent sinister
forces from exploiting universe-altering technology. Expecting to suffer
through their uneasy alliance, Ramona and Matias instead discover that they
understand each other as no one in their families can--and that their combined
skills may eclipse the risks of their forbidden alliance. As the two warriors
risk their lives to save their families, they must decide whether to resist or
embrace the passion simmering between them. For now, the dance between their
families continues--but just one misstep could spell the end of them both.
The Light at the Bottom of the World London Shah 2019-10-04 From debut author
London Shah, comes a thrilling futuristic Sci-Fi mystery perfect for fans of
Illuminae and These Broken Stars.In the last days of the twenty-first century,
sea creatures swim through the ruins of London. Trapped in the abyss, humankind
wavers between hope and fear of what lurks in the depths around them, and hope
that they might one day find a way back to the surface. When sixteen-year-old
submersible racer Leyla McQueen is chosen to participate in the city's
prestigious annual marathon, she sees an opportunity to save her father, who
has been arrested on false charges. The Prime Minister promises the champion
whatever their heart desires. But the race takes an unexpected turn, forcing
Leyla to make an impossible choice. Now she must brave unfathomable waters and
defy a corrupt government determined to keep its secrets, all the while dealing
with a guarded, hotheaded companion she never asked for in the first place. If
Leyla fails to discover the truths at the heart of her world, or falls prey to
her own fears, she risks capture-or worse. And her father will be lost to her
forever.
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My Androgynous Boyfriend Vol. 3 Tamekou 2021-11 His makeup is flawless The
daily ins-and-outs of an office lady and her beautiful boyfriend. Wako and her
androgynous boyfriend don't exactly have the most traditional of relationships.
She spends her days working hard in the world of publishing, while he spends
his time obsessing over fashion and makeup--all with the goal of making himself
beautiful just for her. This romantic slice-of-life story is about love,
relationships, and breaking with tradition
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